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Part One Theory: 

Armed Insurrection, Leaderless Resistance, or a Legal Movement? Our Present Situation: 

Our Aryan culture, our Aryan way of life, and our very Aryan race are in danger. 

Nowhere on this planet is there an Aryan nation, an Aryan homeland: a piece of land where 

Aryans dwell in freedom and live according their unique Aryan way of life. Nowhere on this 

planet is there a place where Aryan culture is upheld. 

Instead, the Aryan peoples of the world now live in “multi-racial societies” with their 

customs, their way of life, their Aryan concept of law based upon personal honour, outlawed. 

Furthermore, these “multi-racial societies” are committed to a way of living (consumer- 

capitalism) which true Aryans — true warriors — find abhorrent, just as these societies actively 

harass, persecute, imprison and even kill those Aryans who proudly and defiantly stand-up for 

their Aryan culture, their Aryan way of life, their Aryan race. These societies describe any show 

of Aryan pride, of Aryan culture, of the Aryan way of life, as “racism”, and the governments of 

these societies have openly declared war on “racism” and “racists”. 



Thus, we who think, feel and wish to act and live as Aryans, find ourselves living under 

Governments of Occupation which are determined to mentally enslave and mentally condition 

our people, and which are determined to eventually breed our race out of existence through race- 

mixing. The governments which now rule over our people have sought to tame and domesticate 

our once fierce, proud, warrior folk. 

For well over sixty years, thousands upon thousands of brave Aryan men and women 

have tried to do something about the sinister manipulation of our people, about the gradual 

erosion of our rights, our freedoms, our culture, our way of life, and about the destruction of our 

homelands, our fatherlands, through multi-racialism. Many of these people have been 

imprisoned — some for long periods — as many have been beaten, harassed, intimidated, and 

persecuted. Some have even been killed. 

Every year more and more repressive anti-Aryan laws are introduced which further 

restrict what we can say, do, write, or even where we can go. Every year, more and more Aryan 

activists are subjected to Stalinist-type “dawn-raids” with their homes searched for literature 

which the anti-Aryan governments have outlawed. Things are so bad, so repressive, in the once 

Aryan country of Britain that it is now a criminal offence, punishable by imprisonment, to even 

possess dissident, “racist” literature, as well as a criminal offence to try and organize an Aryan 

movement dedicated to Aryan warrior ideals and which thus seeks to organize military-type 

instruction and training for its members. Even the carrying of any defensive weapon — an ancient 

Aryan right and a sign of our commitment to defending our own honour — has been outlawed, 

just as the forthright and natural expression of dislike for such decadent creatures as queers is 

now branded as “hate speech”. 



This suppression of our people, of our natural warrior way of life, is evil; it is tyrannical. 

But what are we to do? How can we fight back? How can we fight for our people, our culture, 

our way of life, for our very freedom to live among our own kind according to our own customs 

and laws? How can we create an Aryan homeland for ourselves? 

Are we to play the game our enemies wish us to play? The game of forming legal and 

peaceful political Movements which stand in elections? Are we thus to play according to the 

rules which our enemies have made and which they change every time they believe we are 

achieving some success? Are we to believe that our enemies would calmly hand-over power 

were an Aryan political Movement to achieve success through elections? 

Or are we to use the tactics of armed insurrection where a covert group, or groups, are 

organized and Aryans recruited and trained to be urban soldiers? Or of leaderless resistance, 

where lone-wolf individuals undertake acts of sabotage, disruption, and political assassination? 

The Truths We Must Accept: 

There are three fundamental truths which we must accept before we undertake any 

activity, legal or covert, and even before we consider how we might create an Aryan homeland 

and thus restore our freedoms, our culture, our Aryan way of life. 

These three fundamental truths are: 


